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between Love and TravelingBetween Love and DutyThe Shortest Distance Between Love & HateLove and the Sea and
Everything in BetweenHidden BodiesLove, Lust & Everything in BetweenStuck in BetweenLove, Sex and Everything in
BetweenL for Life Love and Lots in BetweenThe VineyardBetween Love and HonorThe Four LovesLove Like This (The
Romance Chronicles—Book #1)Between Love and FreedomBetween Love and MurderLove in the Time of Cholera
(Illustrated Edition)Between Love and HonorA Maverick HeartLife, love and everything in betweenA Thin Line Between Love
and LustEnduring LoveLove in BetweenThe Upside of LoveThe Game of Love and DeathLove in the AfternoonLife, love and
everything in betweenThe 5 Love LanguagesFrankly in LoveL for Life Love and Lots in BetweenOur Year in Love and
PartiesBook LoveLove and Shame and LoveLove in Due TimeLife, Love & Everything in BetweenLove in BetweenLove in the
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日本語の感情表現集 LOVE,HATE AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
So did get your beloved person in your life? If your Answer is Yes than you are the luckiest person on the earth and if your
answer is No than you are one of the blessed person on the earth. You know, big thing is what? In the end, Love always
cares about our soul and our destiny. trapped between love and travelling is the book which having the collection of the
random thoughts and the inner voices which is occurred in between the author's college days, during his past job and his
travelling journey across the 1 stat2e of the India.

The Time in Between
The command to love is central to the Gospel of John. Internationally respected scholar Francis Moloney offers a thorough
exploration of this theme, focusing not only on Jesus's words but also on his actions. Instead of merely telling people that
they must love one another, Jesus acts to make God's love known and calls all who follow him to do the same. This
capstone work on John's Gospel uses a narrative approach to delve deeply into a theme at the heart of the Fourth Gospel
and the life of the Christian church. Uniting rigorous exegesis with theological and pastoral insight, it makes a substantive
contribution to contemporary Johannine scholarship.

Love and Death in Psychotherapy
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“LOVE LIKE THIS creates a world of emotions and turmoil, describing superbly the mind of a young lady (Keira) and her
struggles to balance her social life and her career. Sophie Love is a natural storyteller. LOVE LIKE THIS is very well written
and edited, and I highly recommend it to the permanent library of all readers that appreciate a romance that can be
savored during a weekend.” --Books and Movie Reviews (Roberto Mattos) “A very well written novel, describing the struggle
of a woman to find her true identity. The author did an amazing job with the creation of the characters and her description
of the environment. The romance is there, but not overdosed. Kudos to the author for this amazing start of a series that
promises to be very entertaining.” --Books and Movies Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re: For Now and Forever) LOVE LIKE THIS
(The Romance Chronicles—Book #1) is the debut of a new romance series by #1 bestselling author Sophie Love. Keira
Swanson, 28, lands her dream job at Viatorum, a slick magazine in New York City, as an aspiring travel writer. But their
culture is brutal, her boss is a monster, and she doesn’t know if she can last for long. That changes when Keira, by a fluke,
is handed a coveted assignment and given her big chance: to travel to Ireland for 30 days, witness the legendary
Lisdoonvarna festival of love, and to debunk the myth that true love exists. Keira, cynical herself and in a rocky place with
her long-term boyfriend, is all too happy to oblige. But when Keira falls in love with Ireland and meets her Irish tour guide,
who just may be the man of her dreams, she is no longer sure of anything. A whirlwind romantic comedy that is as profound
as it is funny, LOVE LIKE THIS is book #1 in the debut of a dazzling new romance series that will make you laugh, cry, and
will keep you turning pages late into the night—and will make you fall in love with romance all over again. Book #2 in The
Romance Chronicles is now available for pre-order!

Trapped between Love and Traveling
WINNER OF WATTPAD'S 2016 WATTY'S AWARD For fans of Stephen Chbosky's The Perks of Being A Wallflower and John
Green's The Fault in Our Stars, Love and the Sea and Everything in Between shines a light on some of the darkest places of
human struggle. Heart-rending and raw, it reminds us that love has the power to bring healing to even the most broken
places. College Freshman Adam West's world has been falling apart for a long time. Broken, betrayed, abandoned, alone
there's nothing left for him but a handful of mental illnesses. He's tired and ready to end it all. Then, Elizabeth Richards
comes along. All it took was the kindness of a stranger to make Adam's world a just little bit brighter. For the first time in a
long time, as they travel the West Coast together, he's starting to see that there are still some adventures worth living for.
But pain isn't easily forgotten. And the past doesn't just disappear. Sometimes the only way to come alive is to fight and
wrestle through all the darkest places.

Between Love and Duty
New York Times bestselling author Maria Dueñas returns with The Vineyard, a magnificent story of ambition, heartbreak,
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and desire set in the 1860s Mexico, Cuba, and Spain—perfect for fans of Kate Morton and Kristin Hannah. Mauro Larrea’s
fortune, the result of years of hardship and toil, comes crashing down on the heels of a calamitous event. Swamped by debt
and uncertainty, he gambles the last of his money in a daring play that wins him an abandoned house and a vineyard an
ocean away. Mauro travels to Andalusia de Jerez in Spain with every intention of selling the property and returning to
Mexico. That is, until he meets the unsettling Soledad Montalvo, the wife of a London wine merchant, who bursts into his life
unannounced, determined to protect her family’s legacy. Before long, Larrea finds himself immersed in the rich culture of
the sherry trade. As his feelings for Soledad ripen into a consuming passion, he seeks to restore the vineyard to its former
glory. From the turbulent young Mexican republic to flourishing Havana, and onward to the fertile vineyards of Jerez in the
second half of the nineteenth century, María Dueñas’s new novel takes place on both sides of the Atlantic, the New World
and the Old. This story of family intrigue vividly conjures the noise and grit of silver mines, and the earthier lure of ancient
vineyards and magnificent cities whose splendor has faded. Here is a story of courage in the face of adversity and of a
destiny forever altered by the force of passion.

The Shortest Distance Between Love & Hate
Bond wants Jacqs to remain faithful to their on-again, off-again relationship even as Bond dates other women, until Bond's
best friend Red steps in to build his own relationship with her, leaving Jacqs to choose between Red and their tight-knit
group of friends.

Love and the Sea and Everything in Between
好き、嫌いやその中間の気持ちを表す表現を日本語学習者にわかりやすく解説しました。語感やニュアンスを逃がさないよう日常よく使われる言い回しを例文にしました。ところどころにコラムを設け、感情表現に関する文化的背景
を説明しました。日本語・ローマ字・英訳を併記し、誰にも役立つよう配慮しました。英語を学ぶ日本人にも本書は最適です。

Hidden Bodies
Love, Lust & Everything in Between
Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this love story brings together Fermina Daza, her distinguished husband, and
a man who has secretly loved her for more than fifty years.

Stuck in Between
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This book is a collection of poems that speak about a range of things – from life to love to everything in between. The
poems explore the essence of human life, the intricacy of human emotion, poetry as an art in itself and what it means to
the author. It is the protagonist’s journey of understanding herself, of making sense of her hopes, dreams and struggles.
Our journeys are unique and the possibilities are endless. As one of the poems says “We’re many things at once” and we’re
all on the path to becoming our own person. The author uses poetry to shed light on the emotional turmoil of growing up,
the need to normalize talk about mental health and the revival of empathy. It’s okay to not know, it’s okay to take your
time, it’s okay to feel, it’s okay to seek help and it’s okay to love.

Love, Sex and Everything in Between
In this poignant, funny, and romantic novel, four nights of epic partying will see two teens through their highest highs and
lowest lows over the course of one unforgettable year. Perfect for fans of Gayle Forman and Mary H.K. Choi! Tucker knows
that some relationships take work. With his best friend, Bobby, and his mom, everything is simple, steady. His dad, on the
other hand, seems to only show up when he wants to bring Tucker down. Then there’s Erika Green, who comes back into
his life, stirring up old feelings. A small part of him knows he shouldn’t get too attached during senior year. But a bigger
part doesn’t want her to disappear again. Erika from before the video loved to shock people. Now, she just wants to hole up
in her quiet college life and leave the past where it belongs—in a dumpster fire. But then she reconnects with Tucker
Campanelli. Erika can’t explain what it is about him. There’s just this undeniable connection between them, and she really
doesn’t want to lose that feeling. Not yet.

L for Life Love and Lots in Between
Alexander Popper can't stop remembering. Four years old when his father tossed him into Lake Michigan, he was told, Sink
or swim, kid. In his mind, he's still bobbing in that frigid water. The rest of this novel's vivid cast of characters also struggle
to remain afloat: Popper's mother, stymied by an unhappy marriage, seeks solace in the relentless energy of Chicago; his
brother, Leo, shadow boss of the family, retreats into books; paternal grandparents, Seymour and Bernice, once high fliers,
now mourn for long lost days; his father, a lawyer and would-be politician obsessed with his own success, fails to see that
the family is falling apart; and his college girlfriend, the fiercely independent Kat, wrestles with impossible choices. Covering
four generations of the Popper family, Peter Orner illuminates the countless ways that love both makes us whole and
completely unravels us. A comic and sorrowful tapestry of memory of connection and disconnection, Love and Shame and
Love explores the universals with stunning originality and wisdom.

The Vineyard
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Book Love is a gift book of comics tailor-made for tea-sipping, spine-sniffing, book-hoarding bibliophiles. Debbie Tung’s
comics are humorous and instantly recognizable—making readers laugh while precisely conveying the thoughts and habits
of book nerds. Book Love is the ideal gift to let a book lover know they’re understood and appreciated.

Between Love and Honor
Not since THE BOOK THIEF has the character of Death played such an original and affecting part in a book for young people.
Flora and Henry were born a few blocks from each other, innocent of the forces that might keep a white boy and an African
American girl apart; years later they meet again and their mutual love of music sparks an even more powerful connection.
But what Flora and Henry don't know is that they are pawns in a game played by the eternal adversaries Love and Death,
here brilliantly reimagined as two extremely sympathetic and fascinating characters. Can their hearts and their wills
overcome not only their earthly circumstances, but forces that have battled throughout history? In the rainy Seattle of the
1920's, romance blooms among the jazz clubs, the mansions of the wealthy, and the shanty towns of the poor. But what is
more powerful: love? Or death?

The Four Loves
Between Love and Freedom interprets the figure of the revolutionary in the Hindi novel by establishing its lineage in
representative Bengali novels, as well as in the contending moralities of Mahatma Gandhi and Bhagat Singh on the idea of
violence. It reveals how conventional social realism and emergent modernist modes were brought together in the novelistic
tradition by extending the political ideal of anti-colonial revolution into domains of sexual desire and subjective expression,
especially in the works of Agyeya, Jainendra, and Yashpal. This work will deeply interest scholars and students of literature,
modern Indian history, Hindi, and political science.

Love Like This (The Romance Chronicles—Book #1)
ABC's HOW TO GET AWAY WITH MURDER meets April Genevieve Tucholke's WINK POPPY MIDNIGHT. Chad, Archie, and
Mallory must unite to avoid arrest for murder. But if Chad doesn't want Mallory interfering in his relationship with Archie,
then he must betray Mallory by implicating her in the murder.

Between Love and Freedom
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Between Love and Murder
Love in the Time of Cholera (Illustrated Edition)
NOW A HIT NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES THE RIVETING SEQUEL TO THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING YOU “Kepnes hits the
mark, cuts deep, and twists the knife.” —Entertainment Weekly “Delicious and insaneThe plot may be twisty and
scintillating, but it’s Kepnes’s wit and style that keep you coming back.” —Lena Dunham “Hypnotic and scary.” —Stephen
King “Obsessed.” —Jessica Knoll, New York Times bestselling author In the compulsively readable sequel to her widely
acclaimed debut novel, You, Caroline Kepnes weaves a tale that Booklist calls “the love child of Holden Caulfield and Patrick
Bateman.” In Hidden Bodies, the basis for season two of the hit Netflix series, You, Joe Goldberg returns. Joe is no stranger
to hiding bodies. In the past ten years, this thirty-something has buried four of them, collateral damage in his quest for love.
Now he’s heading west to Los Angeles, the city of second chances, determined to put his past behind him. In Hollywood, Joe
blends in effortlessly with the other young upstarts. He eats guac, works in a bookstore, and flirts with a journalist neighbor.
But while others seem fixated on their own reflections, Joe can’t stop looking over his shoulder. The problem with hidden
bodies is that they don’t always stay that way. They reemerge, like dark thoughts, multiplying and threatening to destroy
what Joe wants most: true love. And when he finds it in a darkened room in Soho House, he’s more desperate than ever to
keep his secrets buried. He doesn’t want to hurt his new girlfriend—he wants to be with her forever. But if she ever finds out
what he’s done, he may not have a choice…

Between Love and Honor
Naomi Winters will be forty--soon-ish--and she's only been with one man. One night. One time. Long ago. She believes
everything happens for a reason, and the universe spoke about Nathan Ryder. Nathan Ryder isn't the same man who
hightailed his bike out of Green Valley eighteen years ago. As a rule breaker, women are one area he acts a fool. Case in
pointthe local librarian. He can't get a read on her, but she's one risk he's willing to take. Again. What do an eccentric
librarian and a sexy silver biker have in common? More than you think. The due date on their love might not be expired
after all. 'Love in Due Time' is a full-length, contemporary romantic comedy, can be read as a standalone, and is book#1 in
the Green Valley Library series, Green Valley World, Penny Reid Book Universe.

A Maverick Heart
"High school senior Frank Li takes a risk to go after a girl his parents would never approve of, but his plans will leave him
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wondering if he ever really understood love--or himself--at all"--

Life, love and everything in between
A teen girl starting at a new school is torn between long-held loyalties and a bright new love in this irresistible new YA
contemporary romance from the author of A Little Something Different. Paisley is really looking forward to college. She is
ready to take charge of her destiny and embrace some new experiences! Finding a hot guy to make out with at her first
ever college party seems like a great startuntil her best friend informs her that mystery guy is actually Carter Schmitt,
Paisley's sworn enemy who basically ruined their lives in middle school. So much for new people and exciting new
experiences. Oh well. Paisley will just pretend he doesn't exist. Of course that would be easier if Carter, AKA her super-hotsworn-enemy, hadn't ended up in three of her classes AND the same work study. Is it too late to rethink this college thing?
Sandy Hall, author of A Little Something Different and A Prom to Remember, is heading back to college in this sweet and
quirky contemporary romance. Praise for Sandy Hall: "If you need a cute romance to end your summer with, read this. It’s
sweet. It’s adorable. It’s full of emotions. It’s one of the best romances I’ve ever read, and I’ll be reading this one again
multiple times." —Here's to Happy Endings on Been Here All Along “Romance with a twist.” —Booklist on A Little Something
Different

A Thin Line Between Love and Lust
This book is a collection of poems that speak about a range of things – from life to love to everything in between. The
poems explore the essence of human life, the intricacy of human emotion, poetry as an art in itself and what it means to
the author. It is the protagonist’s journey of understanding herself, of making sense of her hopes, dreams and struggles.
Our journeys are unique and the possibilities are endless. As one of the poems says “We’re many things at once” and we’re
all on the path to becoming our own person. The author uses poetry to shed light on the emotional turmoil of growing up,
the need to normalize talk about mental health and the revival of empathy. It’s okay to not know, it’s okay to take your
time, it’s okay to feel, it’s okay to seek help and it’s okay to love.

Enduring Love
Feelings of love between patients and their therapists have been an endless source of confusion for those involved. An
essential reading for all counselling and psychotherapy students and practitioners, this text offers fresh perspectives and
advice on how best to deal with expressions of love and sexual desires in the course of therapy.
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Love in Between
What are the sexual problems faced by most Asian women? How do you choose and wear a condom? Why do I feel the urge
to masturbate even though I have regular sex with my wife? The answers to these and many other questions on love and
sex are found within the pages of this new book. Presented as a series of articles interspersed with Questions and Answers
on related topics, Dr Martha Tara Lee draws on her experience in this field to educate and inform readers. Written in a
straight-forward manner, and no topic is taboo and readers can seek explanations to many “personal” problems and clear
any doubts they may have. About the Author Martha Tara Lee is Founder and Clinical Sexologist of Eros Coaching in
Singapore. She provides sexuality and intimacy coaching for individuals and couples, conducts sexual education workshops
and speaks at public events in Asia. She holds a Doctorate in Human Sexuality from the Institute for Advanced Study of
Human Sexuality as well as certificates in practical counselling, life coaching and sex therapy.

The Upside of Love
The Time in Between, the third and final book in the Magdalene series, will be out on August 29, 2017. More details on this
book coming soon!

The Game of Love and Death
The book contains many different genres like New Age concepts, humor, nostalgia, metaphysics, philosophy, and
psychology.

Love in the Afternoon
There's a right way, then there's the wrong way Nobody knows that better than police captain Duncan MacLachlan. He has
served and protected for years without bending to a middle ground he doesn't believe in. And he's not about to change.
Certainly not for stubborn—and sexy—court advocate Jane Brooks. Her shades-of-gray view of the world clashes with his
black-and-white one. Then a mission to save an at-risk teen has Jane's life on the line. Now she and Duncan must join forces
despite their differences—and the flaring attraction that's too hot to ignore. It's Duncan's toughest challenge yet. Because
keeping Jane safe is one thing…and keeping her out of his arms is another.

Life, love and everything in between
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Love in the Afternoon continues the Hallaways series by Victorian romance author Lisa Kleypas. As a lover of animals and
nature, Beatrix Hathaway has always been more comfortable outdoors than in the ballroom. Even though she participated
in the London season in the past, the classic beauty and free-spirited Beatrix has never been swept away or seriously
courtedand she has resigned herself to the fate of never finding love. Has the time come for the most unconventional of the
Hathaway sisters to settle for an ordinary man—just to avoid spinsterhood? Captain Christopher Phelan is a handsome,
daring soldier who plans to marry Beatrix's friend, the vivacious flirt Prudence Mercer, when he returns from fighting
abroad. But, as he explains in his letters to Pru, life on the battlefield has darkened his soul—and it's becoming clear that
Christopher won't come back as the same man. When Beatrix learns of Pru's disappointment, she decides to help by
concocting Pru's letters to Christopher for her. Soon the correspondence between Beatrix and Christopher develops into
something fulfilling and deepand when Christopher comes home, he's determined to claim the woman he loves. What
began as Beatrix's innocent deception has resulted in the agony of unfulfilled love—and a passion that can't be denied

The 5 Love Languages
In one of the most striking opening scenes ever written, a bizarre ballooning accident and a chance meeting give birth to an
obsession so powerful that an ordinary man is driven to the brink of madness and murder by another's delusions. Ian
McEwan brings us an unforgettable story—dark, gripping, and brilliantly crafted—of how life can change in an instant.

Frankly in Love
My name is Lily Gilmore, and I was supposed to be getting married today. That was until I found my fiance having sex with
my sister in the church moments before I was supposed to walk down the aisle. I grew up with a father who was a
womanizer and cheated on my mother every moment he had the chance. He would even stoop as low as to take me and
my sister with him on his trysts when we were younger. Cheating was all I grew up with, and I vowed never to live the life
my mother did. After finding my fiance and my sister together, I moved from Seattle to Santa Monica to start a new life of
independence and to focus on my passion for photography, man-free. -- My name is Luke Matthews. About a year ago, I lost
the love of my life, in a tragic car accident. There are no words that can describe how I've felt the past year. My life and all
my dreams had died with her in the accident. I exist, and I play my guitar to try and ease the pain. My love was taken away,
and I will never get that back.

L for Life Love and Lots in Between
Will their double lives deceive their hearts? The Secret Service’s number one cyber asset, Special Agent Ben Segar, has a
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reputation for playing it straight until a top-secret assignment has him cozying up to an enigmatic beauty from his past – his
runaway prom date. Now, he’s willing to break a few rules to even the score, including unmasking a potential traitor, which
would make his revenge even sweeter. Photographer Quinn Darby was born into the spy game. When her life is threatened,
she turns to the one man she knows she can trust, but Ben is no longer the mild-mannered lab partner she once loved.
Instead, he’s a full-grown, alpha-man whose appeal is even more irresistible. She’s vowed to never again deceive him, but
to protect him, she must keep her double life a secret. Soon, Quinn and Ben are embroiled in a cat-and-mouse game with
the enemy – and each other. As the case intensifies, so does the heat between them. Will the greatest casualties be their
hearts?

Our Year in Love and Parties
- Over 11 million copies sold - #1 New York Times Bestseller for 8 years running - Now celebrating its 25th anniversary
Simple ideas, lasting love Falling in love is easy. Staying in love—that’s the challenge. How can you keep your relationship
fresh and growing amid the demands, conflicts, and just plain boredom of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times
bestseller The 5 Love Languages, you’ll discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships worldwide.
Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman’s proven approach to showing and receiving love will
help you experience deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your partner—starting today. The 5 Love Languages is as
practical as it is insightful. Updated to reflect the complexities of relationships today, this new edition reveals intrinsic truths
and applies relevant, actionable wisdom in ways that work. Includes the Couple's Personal Profile assessment so you can
discover your love language and that of your loved one.

Book Love
Steve and his wife Virgil have a seductive taste for love and lust. The sexy couple has a wide open agreement with the
conclusion, that it is okay to have sexual encounters in front of each other while the other one watches undisclosed. This
couple that is just shy of Polyamorous, enjoy the pleasure of turning each other on through infidelity. Virgil on the other
hand has her own personal agenda. Steve is constantly on tour with his music band. Virgil decides that she is tired of just
being a housewife and mother. It all started on a play date with her sister and ended with her first endless nights of
pleasure and bliss. She created an unknown pattern of parners with the inability of control. Love, Lust, & Everything in
Between is a steamy read. It paralyze your eyes to each word without the option to stop until the book is completed.

Love and Shame and Love
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Many memories fade but there are some that survive the test of time. They are usually simple things… a piece of news, a
trip, a special occasion and yet they linger in the mind and influence us without intention. I remember it clearly… I was
eight years old when I heard the news… Auntie Amal had cancer. The hardest thing is that cancer can be a slow and silent
visitor… it quietly tiptoes into our lives and gets to work. It begins picking away at our hopes and dreams; invading our
privacy, silently taking hold of our homes and families and friends. And when cancer finally controls enough it announces its
victory, raising its flag triumphantly over our broken bodies and shattered lives. Homes empty, ambitions scattered to the
wind, dreams turned to nightmares… that is cancer. Taking the hopes and expectations of our future and turning them to
dust… that is cancer

Love in Due Time
Examines human love, including affection, friendship, erotic love, and the love of God, and uses sources ranging from Jane
Austen to St. Augustine to argue that none of the types of love can prosper without the love of God.

Life, Love & Everything in Between
"Based on a true story"--P. [4] of cover.

Love in Between
"Life couldn't be more perfect for Luke and Lily. Luke was living life, happy, being with the woman of his dreams and owning
his own bar. Lily was incredibly happy being with the man of her dreams and pursuing her career in photography.
Everything was perfect until something from Lily's past surfaced, causing Luke to think twice about their
relationship."--Page 4 of cover.

Love in the Gospel of John
Resonance - We often use the term, Òfrequency matchingÓ in our daily life to define compatibility. Our frequency does not
match, we do not get along? We are not in sync? We are not on the same page etc? When people of similar frequencies
(wavelengths or within the same range) come together Ð output is not a simple sum of individual work, but exponential. In
science we term this phenomenon as resonance. Output at this stage is beyond any logical limit. Three young kids, with
different family backgrounds and outlook meet during their graduation days at IIT-Bombay campus and become close
friends. Although, individually they are in sync, but the same is not true for their interaction with the world. How will their
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relation withstand the conflict of family and society pressure? How do their character shape out, as they traverse from an
educational environment through the corporate world to the realm of the social-political world? Inspired by the real events
across the globe from the last decade, Ravindra Shukla brings you the characters based story Ð struggle and triumphs of a
young generation and their relevance in the current socio-eco-political era.

Between Love and Hate
Many memories fade but there are some that survive the test of time. They are usually simple things… a piece of news, a
trip, a special occasion and yet they linger in the mind and influence us without intention. I remember it clearly… I was
eight years old when I heard the news… Auntie Amal had cancer. The hardest thing is that cancer can be a slow and silent
visitor… it quietly tiptoes into our lives and gets to work. It begins picking away at our hopes and dreams; invading our
privacy, silently taking hold of our homes and families and friends. And when cancer finally controls enough it announces its
victory, raising its flag triumphantly over our broken bodies and shattered lives. Homes empty, ambitions scattered to the
wind, dreams turned to nightmares… that is cancer. Taking the hopes and expectations of our future and turning them to
dust… that is cancer
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